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A Comment on the L oca1 M agnetic M oment
in F erromagnetic D ilute A 110ys
Hideji Y 八y八E)八
DepaTtment of P hy81c8 ,

F ac引 切 oJ Genetat E ducation,

GφI Un油 eTsi切

(RecdDd OdobeT 31, 1972)

Recently, the magnetic properties in ferromagnetic dilute a110ys have been studied in the

W olff-CIogston model for dilute alloys by taking into account eχchange interactions among
electrons in the host atomJ: 2)

Y S, respectively. )

( H ereafter, references l and 2 are referred to as W

and

T he existence of a local magnetic moment and an o作 diagona1

spin

correlation in the impurity ground state have been shown to be closely related to the

occurence of localized spin eχcitations in W . ln this short note, the 10cal magnetic moment
is calculated, by making use of the Greenʼs function obtained in Y S, and is compared w ith

the result of W レ
T he one. particle Greenʼs function up to the first-order terms with respect to V o (the
impurity potentia1) and

∂U

( the difference betw een intra-atomic Coulomb ihtegra1s at the

impurity and host atoms) in the H artree-F ock approχimation is given by

(k; Z)十王G。,y
(k; Z)Z
り(k- kʼ)G。。・(kʼ; Z)
Gj k, kʼ; Z) = δk,k・G・,y
N

,

巾

where G. j k; z ) is the pure medium propagator given by (3. 8) in Y S and 心 ( k ) is the

screened impurity potential given by ( 3 . 13 ) in Y S. ln ( 1), the off-diagonal spin correlation is
neglected. By making use of the F ourier transformed Greenʼs function defined by

G・y
( RI, Rj; z) ニ・と品 Gʻr( k・kʼ; 2) e即 { i(kʼRに kʼ゜Rj) } ,

given by

一I

and the expectation value of the number of electrons with spin g
t on the W annier site

(2)

・:

< nic
y〉 =

一
余ydEf(ε
)lm
Gj Rj,Ri;ε
十
iO
゛)

(3)

we get

〈-〉=寺
F{ヽ(k)}+示琵

9 (k) 一以 kʼ)

̀Fヤ(Rj)(ど
6S{kʼ(Rj¯Rj)} C
O
S{yʻ(Rr Rj)卜
where f( ε) is the F ermi distribution function and

心
(Rj)二
万
y:F心
(k)e
xp
{i(k・
15

(4)
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T he second term in (4) gives ∠lnij

YAMADA

= < ni,y〉 一 nc
y) ,

<ni分 for the unperturbed ferromagnet.

where n。 is the uniform value of

For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the

unperturbed state is a saturated ferromagnetic one, so that the impurity potential of electrons
with up spin cannot be screened.

W hen the effective mass approχimation is taken for

ε(y(k) , we get ∠
lnic
y at OK as the similar eχpression as that obtained by Friede13) for
a thin spherical well potential.

ln more general case, i. e. , unsaturated ferromagnetic state

including the higher-order terms with respect to ‰

and ∂U than the first-order telヽms,

∠
jnic
y is non-zero. T his result is inconsistent with the W olframʼs assurnption of the eχistence
of critical values of Vo and ∂U for nonvanishing value of ∠lnic
y。
N eχt, we discuss the one-particle Greenʼs function d り c
y( ω) in W . ln the region llb in
W

where ∠
jnhy二 0 , the one-particle Greenʼs function G 1)g ( ω) is obtained frorh the following

equation of m otion;

d‰r(ω)] 九
十(宕十f礼)d‰(ω)
2π
where ofFdiagonal spin correlation is neglected and jシ
, fl
in W .

(5)
and fへy are given by (7) and ( 19)

T he diagonal matriχ (j ement of the Greenʼs function ( d 1)゛ ( i ) ] i,i c゛ “

be obtj “ ed

from (5) and we get it as the same eχpression as (88) in W replacing g by

4 = 27r( V。十∂Un-J .

㈲

F rom this Greenʼs function and (3) , we can obtain < ni分 . F or゛ instance, when ぬy in (6) is

sma11, we can obtain the same one-particle Greenʼs function as ( 1) replaced zyc
y( k ) by yc
yand

くni分 is obtained as (4) .

Then the Greenʼs function d ‰ ( ω) obt41ned in the region llb of

W (where ∠
lnic
r= O) gives the nonvanishing value of ∠
lnic
y.
lt is concluded that ∠lnl(y is nonvanishing unless both values of V o and ∂U are zero

and there is no critical value of V o and ∂U for the eχistence of the 10cal magnetic moments.

However√the induced moments obtained in (4) cannot be called as the ″Iocalized moments″,
because induced moments are proportional to the first-order terms with respect to V o and

∂U which are assumed to be sma11. F or large values of V o and ∂U , the localized electronic
sta te ex ists as discussed in W ,

so that there m ay ex ist localized m agnetic

m om entsで)

ln

-

this case, the large moments in the host metal are induced near the impurity atom and dec●

●

●

rease wlth mcreasmg Ri.
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